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Sensual, Alchemical, Soulful, Ethereal...Think extraordinary and evocative vocalese style, the voice of the

Siren, blending Classical, New Age, Electronic and Indigenous Music, set to

orchestration,rhythms,elegant pianos,a captivating release. 12 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Ambient, POP:

with Electronic Production Details: Seay "1 Voice" Album Description: Seay(pronounced say)and her first

release "1 Voice" is a multi-level listening experience, blending Classical, Electronic and Indigenous

music while incorporating spiritual and cultural traditions from around the world. Set to the theme of

elegant pianos, orchestration, rhythms and the extraordinary use of her voice, Seay and "1 Voice" is a

beautiful and captivating first release. Seay weaves a lush and evocative vocal tapestry, blending

Classical, Electronic, and Indigenous Music, while drawing upon Tibetan, Gregorian and Liturgical,

African and the Contemporary. Seay weaves a dramatic and universal style of music and a beautiful and

evocative experience for the listener. "1 Voice", a 12 song collection, is a culmination of 2 1/2 years work

and studying the power of Sound with renowned author of "the Mozart Effect", Don Campbell. "1 Voice"

will be available as both a Stereo CD, and a 5.1 Dolby/DTS special edition DVD in early Summer. About

the Artist: Seay(pronounced say) is an exciting new artist with an extraordinary vocal style and music,

based in Nashville, Tennessee. Sensual, evocative, visionary, are some of the characteristics that

makeup her mystique. Blessed with many gifts, Seay is a Recording Artist, Singer, Composer, Producer,

and Visual Artist. Her voice can be heard on records in Europe and America and recently her visual

retrospective of music's pioneers: "The Power Of Sound" at DreamWorks /Universal in Nashville. Raised

in a Renaissance environment, her parents encouraged her artistic and musical pursuits. Her early

childhood years were also spent in the army, which led her to Korea and Japan, and later in college,

studies in Spain and at the prestigious Sotheby's Art institute, in London. "I've been blessed to have lived

and worked in other parts of the world which has given me a unique perspective." Considered incredibly

unique by Nashville's standards her place of residence for the las several years, her Engineer Don Scott

Hare, whose credits include Shania Twain, and Reba MacIntyre says, "Imagine a great songwriter, throw

in an interesting sound with the vocal chops of any great singer out there and you have a very special
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artist." A listener review, called her "real and true, a sensual and unique voice that illustrates a song like it

was a painting".
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